LIFE DRAWING
LOOK BOOK FOR SHORT FILM

LIFE DRAWING
LOOK BOOK
Legal sized 8.5 x 14

SYNOPSIS: Life Drawing is short film about a plus-sized college student, “ROBYN,” with incredibly low self-esteem,
who is bullied into posing for the art students' figure drawing class. It’s through the drawings of these cold strangers
that Robyn discovers her own beauty.
RUNNING TIME: Approximately 8 minutes.
OUR GOAL: It’s our goal that the color, the light, and the composition mirror the character arc of our protagonist,
“Robyn,” whom we are going to witness going through hell. Literally, her worst nightmare is going to come to life,
being nude, in public, surrounded by strangers; and in 8 short minutes she’s going to come out the other side,
changed for the better.
There’s a massive character arc to complete, so our plan is to be good filmmakers and not just rely on the the
dialogue to tell this story. We’ll liberally disseminate the communication duties throughout the visual departments.
To accomplish this, we have to have mad control over our environment. The good news is that we have only one
location, which is easier to wrangle. We control the space, we have greater control over the message.

LOCATION 1A: THE ANTEROOM
LIFE DRAWING - ANTEROOM DESCRIPTION:
We will first meet ROBYN in this cold and dark storage room, with its
low Key lighting and corners thrown into shadow. Robyn is huddled
on the ground in the fetal position, surrounded by the sorority sisters
(KELLY, TAYLOR and HANNAH).
She’s trying to get out of posing nude, but the sisters are not
sympathetic, actually mocking her trepidation.
This is the location of a bruising psychological hazing.

LIFE DRAWING STORYBOARD - Anteroom

“Zero Dark 30” - black site.

“Fight Club” - basement.

Silent Hill (video game) - torture room.

LIGHTING - ANTEROOM

Some rooms are the kind of rooms where nothing good ever goes
down. It’s that place that’s powered by an illegal electrical tap, off the
grid, illuminated with portable industrial lamps and blue butane flames.
Our ANTEROOM resembles such a space. It’s a storage room adjacent
to the drawing studio, under a remodel, with walls covered in plastic.
We’ll utilize practical work lamps and bare bulbs, which reflect onto the
damp cold ground Robyn lies upon.
The lighting is noir and cheerless. This shadowy and harsh introduction
will reflect Robyn’s sense of dread for what awaits her in the main set,
the figure drawing room.

LOCATION 1B: FIGURE DRAWING ROOM (MAIN SPACE)

The FIGURE DRAWING STUDIO is the place where anxiety dreams are
recorded. Robyn is forced onto the studio’s stage, which takes on the
vibe of an operating room theater. She’s nude, at the center of attention,
and harshly illuminated by a brilliant top light.

LIFE DRAWING STORYBOARD - The Studio

She’s encircled by students sitting atop imposing drawing-horse styled
benches, heightening the sense of claustrophobia and being trapped.
Robyn is exposed, vulnerable, and all the eyes in the room are focused
on her.

LIGHTING - DRAWING STUDIO
Robyn’s exposed body is lit intensely with top light. The light source hangs
from the ceiling directly above Robyn’s splayed body, a LARGE SOFT BOX,
with a skirt to block the light off of the students (see small soft box example
below).
It’s a practical source, so it will be seen in frame and a part of the set design. It
will be especially prominent in Robyn’s POV shots, as she looks up at the
instructor, at the ceiling, above Vrable’s head.

Robyn’s POV, looking up at instruction from
chaise lounge, will reference a patient
looking up at a surgeon.

Small Soft Box - Top Light

COLOR PALETTE
The COLOR PALETTE will consist of cool tones of blues and greens, dominated by black.
In the ANTEROOM, Robyn is huddled on the ground wearing a small black robe, in the fetal
position. The blackness, the absent of light, places her, “in utero,” all set for a traumatic rebirth.
She’ll be surrounded by her bullies, who are dressed in green, which in our context references
military, authoritarian uniformity, as well as knowledge (Storaro color theory).
The look of the film will be slick and music video-like, in order to suck in the audience and then
deliver the message.

“Blade Runner” - color palette.

“Freedom 90” (music video).

“Alien” - color palette.

COLOR PALETTE CONT.
Robyn will be posed atop of the chaise lounge draped in a red blanket, representing passion, blood,
the loss of innocence and danger. It’s her rebirth. Her black robe will be ripped off and tossed next to a
pile of other robes, which will seem like the skins from former victims.
The DRAWING STUDENTS seem like a pack of predator vampires, uniformly dressed in pale
butcher’s aprons (see Wardrobe), and dark clothes (blues and black).

Caravaggio painting - (model atop red blanket).

LIFE DRAWING STORYBOARD - The Studio - Drawing students.

Drawing students will be silhouetted and eyes (glasses) reflect like a wolf pack at night.

WARDROBE - “ROBYN” (BECCY QUINN)

ROBYN’S character arc will also be mirrored in her
wardrobe.
We’re first introduced to her and she’s wearing a
black robe, too short for comfort. She feels exposed
even when dressed. The color matches
hopelessness and represents being in utero.
At the end of the drawing session, an assistant
absentmindedly tosses her someone else’s red
robe to cover herself. Again, red represents passion,
blood, the loss of innocence, and danger. This robe
is longer, covering herself more, ashamed.
Finally, standing at the wall of drawings of herself,
she has the epiphany of her own beauty. Her
sorority sisters will drape her in a green greek
letterman’s jacket, over her shoulders.
Green, in this new context, representing knowledge,
moving forward, harmony and the rebirth.

Beccy Quinn - Lead Actress, “Robyn”

WARDROBE - “PROFESSOR VRABLE” (TAMARA RACHELLE)

VRABLE’S character was original written for a white
male, and to make the case for diversity we want to
keep the look we had in mind from the very beginning.
Placing overly masculine attire upon somebody who
has so much power over Robyn, literally manipulating
her like a doll, helps create an even more
uncomfortable atmosphere.

Tamara Rachelle - Actress “Professor Vrable”

WARDROBE - THE SORORITY GIRLS
The SORORITY GIRLS are dressed in greek
gear, including Hannah, who dons her sorority’s
field hockey jersey complete with Captain’s arm
band. The green and tartan colors are a nod
towards military and tribal elements. The arm
band, boots, and other accessories will help sell
an authoritarian aura.

WARDROBE - THE ART STUDENTS

The ART STUDENTS are cold and predator-like,
with their glowing eyes and glasses (slightly
motivated by reflections from the stage light).
Their garb tells us that they are at the cutting edge
of art and fashion while at the same time echoing
a time where students wore ties to class.

All students will wear the same apron
(butcher’s style) some smeared with
red paint (blood) and other colors to
give a tribal feel.

VISUAL CUES

The chaise lounge Robyn lies upon is a
reference to an operating table (Vrable
the surgeon), where Robyn is
emotionally dissected.

The sorority girls’ attack of
Robyn mimics “burial of
Christ” themed paintings.

VISUAL CUES

Claustrophobic framing
when introducing Robyn
and the sorority girls.

Robyn has letterman’s jacket
draped over her shoulders,
as in “Ecce Homo / Pontius
Pilate” paintings.
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https://www.indiegogo.com/projects/life-drawing--3/x/8612804#/

